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Introduction
Unit 6FR04 was set in accordance with the Specification guidance and adhered to the format
of previous Unit 4 papers. Those who sat this examination were required to complete three
exercises, a short translation from English into French, a general essay in French and a
Research Based Essay (RBE).
Almost all scripts were completed in the time available of two and a half hours. Both essays
have an upper word limit of 270 words and this was respected in almost all cases. Proper
nouns are counted as one word in Section B essays. In the RBE direct quotations, footnotes,
where they do not seek to add extra information, titles of works, names of characters and
dates are not taken into account in the word tally. All candidates have to do Question1,
the translation. Where alternatives were available, the same pattern of choice of questions
as in previous sessions was found. In Section B a few more creative pieces were produced
with the picture story remaining the most favoured. However, the popularity of discursive
essays still far outweighed that of creative writing options. For the RBE the vast majority of
candidates chose to write about a book or a film in the Literature and the arts section with
historical study second, followed by a geographical region and aspects of contemporary
society in that order.
It is pleasing to report that this year only a tiny number of essays had to be given no credit
because they did not refer to a francophone context. It is equally gratifying to note that
the rather odd practice of studying one of the four possible areas for the RBE and then
answering a question taken from a different area, which was alluded to in the last two
reports, was hardly encountered this year.
The paper seemed to be accessible to all candidates and produced the normal wide spread
of attainment. The average mark gained was similar to that scored on previous occasions.
Many individual performances this year, however, were somewhat mixed and inconsistent.
For example, the first half of the translation often yielded little credit but once candidates
began scoring, they did so very fully. In the Section B essays the wording of the tasks
caused no widespread difficulties on this occasion and the terms of the questions were
followed very closely. However, in Section C little attention was often paid to the precise
questions and candidates tended to write in general terms about their chosen topic or to
answer a question they would like to have been asked, rather than the one on the paper. For
the RBE many students appear to have a fixed amount of knowledge of their subject which
they are determined to use irrespective of what they are asked. It is slightly puzzling to find
that some candidates, who obviously see the need to be entirely relevant in one part of the
paper, then find it less important in another. This lack of consistency meant that overall very
high marks across the paper were relatively rare.
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Question 1
Responses to the transfer of meaning exercise, consisting of a short passage of about 80
words of English to be translated into French, proved to be of a comparable standard to
that of previous sessions. The mean mark, which fell between 4 and 5 out of 10, was very
similar to that of 2013. This year the content was taken mainly from The World Around Us
General Topic Area and featured material on climate and other environmental issues. As
before, the passage was separated into 30 short boxes in the Mark Scheme, each worth one
point, if correct, and the total score was divided by three to give an eventual mark out of
ten. Inevitably some boxes proved more accessible than others. Those which gave rise to
widespread scoring included boxes 2, although plusieurs is quite commonly thought to be
synonymous with beaucoup de, 14, though Il semble que was by no means always followed
by the subjunctive, 17, particularly since etre d'accord was allowed, 20, 22, 25 and 30.
Accents, unless they change meaning or are grammatically significant, were largely ignored.
For many candidates this was definitely a passage of two halves. Some pieces hardly scored
in the first thirteen sections in the Mark Scheme, but thereafter improved markedly and
eventually reached a respectable total. This might just be explained by the suggestion
that the first part was the most challenging but it did seem curious that mistakes at the
start were often of a basic nature, whereas the same candidates translated much more
sophisticated structures towards the end accurately, thus showing their true ability. Perhaps
some candidates took a little time to 'warm up' but certainly more careful attention to
detail would have improved almost all scores. One very noticeable element was the failure
to differentiate between les and des. In the list of weather features in the first sentence
flexibility was allowed. Wrong usage, usually in the form of selecting les when des was
required did have a damaging effect, however, in boxes 4, 13 and 26.
Poor spelling led to many situations in which credit had to be withheld. This was particularly
the case with torrentielles, sécheresse, which often had a final s added, prouvent, more
commonly given as preuvent , groupes, which lost its e in many versions, quelqu'un, where
the first u was omitted, prenons, which sprouted an extra middle n and environnement.
Gender mistakes were not very prominent, although phénomène was often thought to be
feminine. The vocabulary was generally quite well known with some notable exceptions.
Many candidates did not appreciate the difference between savoir and connaitre. Scientistes
was widely used in box 8 and in this section the verb 'claim' caused major difficulties,
almost universally being rendered by the rather weak disent. S'accorder was not felt
suitable in box 17 and quite a number of candidates perversely used sale instead of propre
in the penultimate box. It seems that each year a seemingly straightforward piece of lexis
is not well handled and this year 'soon' was the prime example. This was rendered as tot.
Somewhat less widespread were odd invented versions of merely, such as merement.
Inquiéter was well known but was not made reflexive or not used with the correct reflexive
pronoun.
Reactions to the more obvious grammatical elements which were included, all of which
form part of the A2 programme of study, were very mixed. The depuis construction seemed
hardly to be known at all. Box 1 most often included Pour plus a length of time and this was
followed in box 3 by the past tense of savoir. Even when depuis was used initially, it was
only very rarely accompanied by a present tense. Tandis que or a suitable alternative were
not often given in box 11, candidates thought that a weak mais would suffice. Il semble que
was well known but not always followed by an appropriate mood. Peut-etre was hardly ever
followed by inversion or que. The future tense of pouvoir and devenir were formed correctly
in many versions but 'whatever' in box 24 was hardly ever done correctly. What seemed like
native or near-native speakers commonly gave a variety of strange phonetic versions here.
In box 27 à or de were often preferred to pour with the infinitive.
A certain degree of paraphrasing was encountered but perhaps not as much as with
previous passages. The only item commonly omitted altogether was 'now' at the very
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beginning.
The whole range of attainment was found by examiners. Very few candidates failed to
render any of the passage in an acceptable way and a pleasing number of good scores were
awarded.

Examiner Comments

This piece was typical in many ways of much of the work seen. In the first
half credit gained was only sporadic but the second half, although accuracy
was still somewhat patchy, yielded significantly more points. The candidate
scored in sixteen of the thirty sections, thus gaining an eventual score of 5
out of the possible 10, which was slightly above average. In one section the
candidate made no attempt at ‘drought’ and left a blank which was a relatively
rare occurrence. Most candidates offered something when faced with a lexical
difficulty. Even in the best stretches this candidate could not quite sustain a
high rate of scoring. For example, the most productive sentence was the one
beginning ‘Perhaps’. Not unusually the candidate could not manage to use Peutetre properly but then scored well until nous devons was followed by s’inquiéter.
Apart from the very common scientistes, there were some slightly surprising
renderings, such as au temps que for ‘whereas’ and claire for clean at the end.
All in all, however, this was a worthy attempt which revealed many features
which were typical of the whole candidature.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good rendering of the original English passage. The candidate scored in 23 of
the 30 sections, giving an overall total of 8 out of 10, a very creditable performance which
was bettered in only a small number of scripts. Even a candidate as competent as this one
is obviously unaware of the construction involving depuis. Rather strangely the singular
was chosen in box 5, where a plural seems patently necessary. The attempt to transfer
‘claim’ ended up merely as disent, which was typical of so many. The subjunctive was not
used after Il semble que but otherwise this stretch of the passage was very productive,
as was the last sentence, apart from the near miss in box 24. This was one of the few
versions which had correct usage with Peut-etre but then the effect was rather spoilt by the
misspelling of quelqu’un. This was a slightly inconsistent piece, therefore, but one which
revealed considerable competence and which could have gained even more credit with a
little more careful attention to detail.
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Examiner Comments

This is a less successful response to the question. Only 5 points were scored giving a
very below average total of only 2 out of 10. Like many others, this piece had a very
unproductive start, only scoring in box 2. Il semble que les deux groupes suggested
that the second half might be more successful but this was not to be. At first glance the
translation does not seem entirely without merit but consistent inattention to detail in the
form of incorrect spellings, missed agreements and inappropriate tenses ensured that much
potential credit was needlessly lost. The candidate struggled to find the correct vocabulary
in a few places and the more challenging items of grammar were not dealt with successfully.
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Question 2 (a)
Creative writing as a whole was much less popular than the discursive option but, as in
previous sessions, of the three choices offered the picture story was taken up by the largest
number.
This is clearly a question which should be chosen by candidates who have some imagination
and a reasonably broad vocabulary which can deal with a variety of scenarios. Weaker
candidates ended up producing far-fetched stories couched in weak language which
prevented them from achieving a good standard. These stories were often not closely linked
to the picture which showed a girl rejoicing after success on the tennis court. An essay on
swimming evidently did not address the question. In many cases the picture was simply
taken as an opportunity to write the life story of the girl with little or no reference to tennis.
It is expected that the general tone of the picture, in this case one of joyful victory and
elation, would be carried on in the subsequent account but this was rarely the case. Thus,
even when some sort of sporting success was described, it was often followed by some
catastrophe.
The best essays kept with a story of success in tennis at various levels of competence and
tried to continue the atmosphere of satisfaction and delight in the girl's achievement. Such
pieces were largely accurate and deployed a range of appropriate vocabulary. Some essays
contained isolated passages of extremely flowery French. All too often, however, these did
not fit the context.
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Examiner Comments

This essay is unfortunately too long, the cut-off point, at which the examiner ceases to
consider the material, comes before the climax of the tennis match culminating in victory.
Much of the point of the story is, therefore, lost. However, the subject matter of the picture
is definitely followed and the girl is given a very plausible reason for wanting to do well and
to win the tournament in which victory would obviously be greeted with satisfaction and
pleasure. The atmosphere of the original is thus also recreated.
The account becomes a little rambling as it takes us through various rounds and it is this
middle section which leads to the excess length and to the lack of a suitable conclusion.
The subject matter was felt to be sufficiently relevant and the response to be suitably in
keeping with the stimulus for the piece to be placed in the good category and was given 10
for Understanding and Response. The story showed logical progression and was clear but
the lack of an outcome compromised the Organisation and Development and for this it was
given 9 marks.
The language was very mixed. There is some appropriate vocabulary, some complex
structures are attempted but the tenses are used rather haphazardly. The forms of the
language are consistently inaccurate. If read aloud, the piece has considerable fluency but
at times seems to be very phonetically inspired: elle avait tout c’est amis qui la supporté.
This essay was awarded 6 for the Range of Language and 3 for Accuracy, certainly the most
it could possibly be given in this last category.
The overall total for the essay was thus 28 out of 45. Respect for the word count and more
correct language would have helped to improve this piece.

Question 2 (b)
The continuation of a given passage was again the least popular of all the options, only a
small number of candidates attempted it and the responses in general were not particularly
strong.
A lot of unlikely, tear-jerking stories or events were encountered. The news brought by
the father, if eventually given, was invariably bad and depressing. The stimulus makes
it fairly clear that the father had already appeared at the holiday venue and candidates
were expected to describe what happened after his arrival and in the light of his news but
many tended to include events in the wrong time-scale. Such essays described his journey
at length and only got to his news, if at all, at the end of the piece. The grandparents
mentioned in the stimulus rarely featured.
Obviously candidates can choose to continue the piece as they wish but they should read
and pay more careful attention to the original stimulus.
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Question 2 (c)
The journalistic piece was once more not attempted by a large number of candidates but
most of those who did so had obviously practised this type of writing carefully. A few scripts
were truly excellent and could have come straight from an actual French newspaper article
with a wealth of relevant and appropriate vocabulary, tone and register.
A few candidates tried to produce an account without knowledge of suitable vocabulary and
tended to use anglicised terms which made little sense in French. The articles produced by
such candidates failed to convince and were often confusing as the time-line was unclear
and a lot of irrelevant material was added.
More successful pieces adopted a suitably neutral tone, gave an account of the discovery of
the drugs and included interviews with interested parties.

Question 2 (d)
This discursive essay on social media, which asked if the latter should be viewed as friend or
foe, was the second most popular of the four titles and gave rise to many good answers.
Scores for Understanding and Response were often high for this was a subject which
candidates felt passionate about, and for which they had a real depth of knowledge and
experience to draw on. Many sound points on both sides of the issue were raised. The
enthusiasm for social media was obvious but there was also great awareness of definite
drawbacks and a note of caution was often struck. Much reference was made to fairly
straightforward advantages, such as the ability to communicate cheaply and easily with
people all over the world and to exchange information and photographs. Some went a little
more deeply into the subject and mentioned the use made of social media by firms for
marketing purposes and a few talked of the responsibilities and accountability of the major
companies.
The disadvantages centred on child safety and vulnerability and the addictive effects that
social media can have. Some discerning candidates spoke of the capacity to influence and
mobilise large numbers of people in a short time. This was viewed by some as a good thing,
mentioning campaigns on behalf of good causes but others saw it as dangerous and spoke
of the organisation of riots, political upheavals and even terrorist threats.
Overall almost all candidates who wrote on this subject showed that a considerable amount
of mature thought had gone into their answers. A very small number clearly did not fully
understand the real meaning of réseaux sociaux since they seemed to believe that these
have been around for over thirty years. A somewhat larger number were guilty of writing
too generally, their observations being more about the Internet or even merely any use of
computers than more precisely about social media.
A good range of appropriate vocabulary was deployed. Essays were often well organised and
easy to read. The formulation of the question may have helped in this regard. This can be
counted as a successful question as most essays remained entirely relevant and the genuine
discussion was usually logical and clear and this is reflected in a relatively high mean mark
of nearly 30 out of 45.
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Examiner Comments

This was a very good response to the question and it is pleasing to report that quite a few
essays on this subject were of a similar quality. A number of points are made on each side
of the issue. No doubt others, and some with greater profundity, could have been found but
within the word count a good amount of material has been assembled.
The candidate is arguably guilty at times of writing too generally about the Internet,
rather than concentrating very precisely on social media. Nevertheless it was felt that for
awareness of the implications of the question and for its reasoned response the essay could
just be put in the top box of the Understanding and Response grid, and was awarded 13
marks. The organisation and development of ideas are very clear. The essay has genuine
shape with a clear beginning, middle and end. The candidate clearly defines the issue,
engages in a logical discussion and comes to a balanced view in a sensible conclusion. The
essay is easy to read, the ideas can be followed perfectly well and for Organisation and
Development it was given the high mark of 14.
The language is also impressive. A good range of appropriate, varied vocabulary is
deployed. Some complex structures are used accurately. These are not included gratuitously
in an attempt to impress but are integrated naturally into the argument. The French does
not have the natural fluency of a native-speaker but the examination is designed for
English-speaking learners of the language and with this in mind a mark of 9 for Range of
Language was awarded. As far as errors in the forms of the language are concerned, some
can undoubtedly be unearthed but they are certainly few and far between. The French does
not have to be ‘perfect’ for a top mark to be obtained and so 5 for Accuracy was justified. In
total this essay had 41 marks, an excellent and deserved score.
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Question 2 (e)
Q2e was a quite demanding task which gave rise to a number of sophisticated, mature
answers. It produced the highest mean mark amongst the four discursive titles.
A typical response had a good, serious focus on unemployment and other social problems in
the failing economies in the West versus a moral obligation to help those in the Third World.
Overwhelmingly candidates felt that, while money was needed at home, we should do our
best to help others, even if sometimes our aid did not eventually end up helping those in
most need in some countries where corruption was widespread. Some thoughtful essays
claimed quite convincingly that it is in our long term economic interest to help emerging
countries to develop. It was even felt by some that it was good insurance to provide funds
since we ourselves might soon require aid.
Some candidates slightly misinterpreted the term aide and wrote about military
intervention, which was generally met with disapproval, or confined their answers to
disaster relief. It is pleasing to note that many essays had good shape, developed logically
and had been planned to have a natural flow with a thread running through the work. A few,
where the organisation and development were less impressive, contained some sound ideas
but they were put together in a rather random fashion.
In most cases the language was sufficiently varied and accurate to communicate some quite
profound ideas convincingly.
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Examiner Comments

This was an excellent response. It is of an acceptable length. A range of sensible ideas on
both sides of the issue are raised and developed within the possibilities imposed by the
word count. The only exception to this is perhaps the observation concerning the end of
colonialisation towards the end of the essay. The piece has a clear structure and is very
easy to read and follow. No doubt the language has a few minor flaws but it is all one can
expect of a typical candidate at this level under examination conditions. For its all round
competence this response was awarded the near maximum marks of 10 - 5 - 15 - 14.
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Question 2 (f)
Question 2f was the least popular of the discursive essay titles and it gave rise to the least
successful work in Section B of the paper. Candidates commonly failed to get to grips with
the word l'objectif and, instead of writing about what should be the aim of TV content, they
simply described the provision of programmes, as they exist now. Many wrote about their
own viewing habits on a very superficial level.
Several essays were difficult to understand as they were rambling and repetitive. Most
candidates could not develop beyond the idea that people deserve to be able to relax after
a hard day studying or working, but that TV could help people, particularly children, learn
things. A small number expressed the opinion that a well-produced programme could both
educate and entertain at the same time.
Essays on this question often had only a narrow range of basic vocabulary.
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Examiner Comments

This essay did not use the full allocation of 270 words. The introduction is very vague and
amounts only to a repeat of the question, using up precious capacity.
The essay is rather confusing but one main idea seems to emerge to the effect that,
since well-known programmes which seek only to entertain are popular, they should be
encouraged. This idea is repeated towards the end but is not any clearer.
There is not a strong shape to the piece, which after the opening few lines is rambling and
repetitive. For both Understanding and Response and for Organisation and Development the
essay was not felt to be satisfactory and in both categories was awarded a mark of 6.
The language is overall comprehensible but there is a restricted range of lexis and
structures and a limited ability to manipulate language is shown. For Range and Application
of language a mark of 4 was given. Whilst the French is flawed, some familiar forms
are accurate and the inaccurate language does not in itself lead to a widespread loss of
communication. For Accuracy this was given 3 marks.
The total was, therefore, 19, which was not particularly rare on this question.

Question 2 (g)
The discursive essay on the suitability of various punishments was the most popular of the
options available in this section of the paper. With so many candidates attempting this task,
it is not surprising that a wide range of achievement was encountered. Some candidates
were confused about what constitutes a punition sévère and thought, for example, that
thirty years in jail was a light sentence. They often then wrote a piece about the death
penalty. While in an answer to this question it was legitimate to consider capital punishment
a little, a focus only on this topic meant that the response was very narrow and did not do
justice to the implications of the question.
In general candidates saw that stringent penalties should be a deterrent but some
questioned whether they actually worked and some thought they were counter-productive,
since impressionable and vulnerable people could well be turned into hardened criminals
by a lengthy spell in prison. Sympathy was often felt for victims and their families
who understandably called for harsh punishments. Some well-argued essays dealt with the
need to educate criminals as well as sanction them, many made rehabilitation a major point
of discussion. The removal of the causes of crime, which were commonly said to be poverty,
deprivation and a lack of education, was considered to be essential by a large number of
candidates. Some treatment of this was probably legitimate but a number of candidates
were side-tracked into talking about only this aspect. These digressions meant that the real
focus of the question was lost.
Very few candidates could come up with any options for punishments or positive measures
and many fell back on the common default position that 'the government should do
something about it'. This question did prove to be thought-provoking, however, and most of
those who attempted it produced, at the very least, a worthwhile and perfectly satisfactory
response.
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Examiner Comments

This essay was a satisfactory response. It begins quite clearly with the statement that this is
a burning issue of the day which is in everyone’s thoughts.
The candidate makes some rather sweeping statements, such as the one which contends
that a large number of criminals are homeless, a point which is debatable, to say the least.
When trying to represent more liberal opinions the candidate is often deflected from the
crux of the matter into general social points.
On the other side, the discussion is more patently relevant with treatment of the deterrent
aspect of punishment. The essay has definite shape, is logical and quite easy to follow and
for subject-matter and organisation was given 10 and 9 respectively.
The language is mixed. There is some quite good, appropriate vocabulary, but with some
lexical errors, and some attempt at a range of structures without being adventurous from a
linguistic point of view. The forms of the language are flawed in places but not to the extent
that communication is lost.
In the two language grids the piece received 7 and 3, giving an overall total of 29 out of 45.
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Question 3 (a)
As usual, relatively few candidates chose the geographical option in Section C of the paper
and the majority of responses were not strong. A significant number of candidates seem
to think that a passing, vague familiarity with a region or city will suffice and it is not
necessary to do any detailed research. Candidates, as in previous series, look to include
vague generalities they know about their chosen place with scant reference to the precise
question.
Very few were able this year to talk with any authority about the impact of recent social
or political changes, which is part of the expected programme of study as laid out in the
specification. Such vague and general essays cannot gain much credit. The commonest
choices of region remained Provence and Britanny. At least one essay tried to treat the
whole of France, which could not be considered acceptable, but there were only a couple
this year which offered a consideration of a region which could in no way be thought of
as francophone. Those who did address the terms of the question usually mentioned
recent immigration into the area or other demographic developments. The latest elections
were often spoken of and particularly the success of certain right-wing political parties or
concerted opposition to the policies of the present French government. Such relevant essays
were an exception.
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Examiner Comments

This essay consists almost entirely of generalities. One has to look extremely hard to infer
anything which can be remotely considered as relevant. Perhaps with a certain generosity
one might point to the rise in student numbers or the list at the bottom of the second page
as hinting at recent changes but there can be no real doubt that only minimal understanding
of what is required is shown.
A little general knowledge can be credited but for Reading, Research and Understanding
the piece was given 4 marks. Even in its own terms the essay is rather rambling and
appears to have no particular direction and consequently a mark of 4 was also awarded for
Organisation and Development. The language, whilst it is not appropriate to the intended
subject matter, communicates satisfactorily and it too received 4 marks, making overall
a total of 12 out of 45.

Question 3 (b)
This year much solid work was found in essays on a historical subject. As usual, the most
common period chosen was the Second World War and the development chosen was
normally the Armistice agreed between Hitler and Pétain. There were also a good number
of candidates who had studied the French Revolution, before and/or after, and their
essays focused on the public reactions to the policies of Louis XVI or Napoléon's foreign
expansion and final defeat. Often a lot of good detail was given. There could have been
more precise analysis of whether the development was difficult or easy to accept. Most
often the events were allowed to speak for themselves, there was some implicit evaluation
in this but candidates in general could have given more explicit treatment of this part of the
question. Things were normally put forward which seemed hard, rather than easy, to accept.
Occasionally candidates cited the whole period as the development. Thus they nominated
the whole Occupation or the Revolution and proceeded to discuss this in very general terms.
This was not really what was intended in the question.
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Examiner Comments

This essay shows good detailed knowledge of the chosen period but the question could have
been answered a little more precisely. Rather than concentrate on one development the
candidate has mentioned several tenable things which were presumably not popular with
the population. This is not stated very explicitly but can be inferred from the general tenor
of the piece. Because of the amount of information given, all of which is generally relevant,
it was felt that for Research, Reading and Understanding the essay could be placed in the
‘good’ category and a mark of 20 was given. If the piece had concentrated on a single
development with more precise analysis, the Organisation and Development might have
improved somewhat but it was considered to be logical and clear when seen in its own
terms and was given 6. The language communicates very easily with few errors and could
safely be given 5. Overall the essay reached a total of 31.

Question 3 (c)
Aspects of Contemporary Society' was again the least popular area for the RBEs. Essays
were varied on this topic. There was quite an interesting spread of subjects here with
immigration, unemployment, conditions in the banlieues and the ban on the veil among the
most common. In this session the controversial question of gay marriage was treated by
a number of candidates, most of whom showed that they had quite a sound awareness of
happenings in present-day society. Responses sometimes suffered from a lack of detail and
the tendency to write about the subject in a very general manner. Aspects of society tended
to be described reasonably well but evaluation was less evident.
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Examiner Comments

This was a sound response to the question. Several features of recent immigration into
France are given and there is a definite attempt to analyse and to give opinions. What
is said about the impact of immigration is not particularly profound or detailed but it is
sensible and perfectly tenable. The essay is well organised with good shape and clear
paragraphs devoted to each facet of immigration dealt with in which the point in question is
developed logically. The language is not very impressive. There is a range of mistakes some
of which are quite serious but they do not in themselves compromise comprehension. This
essay was awarded 20 - 7 - 3, a creditable performance.
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Question 3 (d)
In every session since this specification began the number of essays on Literature and the
arts have outstripped those from other areas put together by a long way and this year
was no exception. On each occasion hitherto essays on a film or text have easily produced
the highest mean mark but for the first time this was not the case in 2014. This can be
attributed to the fact that so many candidates did not answer the question as set.
Often candidates who had just written a Section B essay, in which they had closely followed
the terms of the question, failed to do the same in Section C. Examiners felt that the task
was straightforward - choose a scene, describe it and link it to a theme of the work studied.
Many candidates did not respond closely to the question in several ways. Often a single
scene was not selected. Instead candidates chose to talk in very general terms about a
theme or themes associated with a book or film referring to the whole work in a non-specific
fashion. If a scene was chosen, many candidates did not then describe it. Perhaps students
are told not simply to narrate but in this question there was a definite instruction to do so,
and this would have given the candidates the opportunity to display detailed knowledge of
their chosen work.
Sometimes a candidate nominated a scene and left it at that, presumably expecting the
reader to know full well what was in it without being told. Thus one might read 'I have
chosen the scene in the train to Dax (Un sac de billes), when the boys sing for the Countess
(Les Choristes), the murder of the Arab on the beach (L'Etranger)' and then there was no
attempt to say what happened.
Candidates also seem to confuse theme with pure subject matter. In some cases there may
be a fine line between the two but it is not very helpful to give as a theme something as
broad as 'war' or 'love' or 'education'.
La Haine remained the most popular film and Intouchables featured highly this year. Amélie
made a bit of a come-back, as did Un sac de billes amongst the books. L'Etranger remained
popular but again quite a lot of candidates produced confusing accounts as they tried to
discuss the theme of 'the absurd'. There was great variation in the effectiveness of using
direct quotation and references. Some are used with great skill to illustrate the point being
made very convincingly, but often they are inserted into the essay come what may and end
up not illustrating a point.
The quality of language varied a lot. On a considerable number of occasions inappropriate
expressions translated from English (souligner à la lumière, referrer, pointer, concluer) had
a negative impact on communication. Some excellent essays were seen which did exactly as
required, but these were encountered less often than usual.
When selecting subjects for study in this section, it should be borne in mind that questions
can legitimately be set on character, setting, theme(s) and style and a book or film is only
suitable if it contains enough material in these four areas to allow a candidate to answer
potential questions.
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Examiner Comments

This is a confusing essay. The candidate is presumably trying to deal with the theme of the
loss of innocence and childhood, an important feature of this text, which could have been
shown by reference to several individual scenes. However, no single scene is chosen and
nothing is described in any coherent detail.
There is a rambling discussion on the theme, some of which has little to do with the text.
Other sections are so vague that they are difficult to follow. Inadequate understanding
of the implications of the question was shown and general knowledge of the text was
not clearly given. For this reason a mark of 12 was given, thus putting it in the less than
adequate category.
The essay is rambling and repetitive and for organisation was given 4. The language
has many imperfections but is comprehensible overall and for this a mark of 4 was also
awarded, thus giving a total of 20.
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Examiner Comments

It was felt that this essay could safely be put into the ‘very good’ category.
In the introduction a theme is given. A single scene which illustrates this theme is then
nominated and subsequently described in appropriate detail. The link between the scene
and the theme is made very clear.
Cinematographic techniques are mentioned, not gratuitously for their own sake, but as a
way of enhancing the discussion of the scene and its link to a theme. There is a clear sense
of direction, the essay proceeds clearly and logically.
The language contains a few errors and imperfections but is certainly adequate to convey
the desired message.
For these reasons the essay deserved to be given the high scores of 23 - 7 - 5.
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Paper Summary
The standard of achievement in this unit was very comparable to previous sessions but
marks were probably gained in a slightly different way. Candidates in general did much the
same in Question 1 as before. In Section B they did somewhat better but in Section C not as
well.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

in the translation candidates should check their work carefully and try to ensure that
they have not lost credit because of a careless lack of attention to detail

•

in both essays they must set out in their planning in French to address the precise
wording of the task and not end up answering some slightly different question

•

essays should have good shape and points should follow logically from one to another
with a thread running through the work

•

when selecting topics to be studied in Section C for the RBE candidates and those who
guide them should consider carefully whether proposed items really have the material
within them to cover all potential questions.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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